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Gary Goldschneider's Everyday Astrology Gary Goldschneider 2009 With nearly two
million copies in print, Gary Goldschneider's Secret Language of Birthdays and
Secret Language of Relationships are mainstays of any bookstore astrology
section. Now the best-selling author has returned with his biggest and most
ambitious work yet: Gary Goldschneider's Everyday Astrology. Here is detailed
and comprehensive advice for handling everyone in your life—and we mean
everyone: parents, children, siblings, coworkers, employees, lovers, spouses,
exes, and more. Whether you're wooing a Gemini first date, asking a Virgo boss
for a raise, or persuading your Pisces roommate to do the dishes, Gary
Goldschneider's Everyday Astrology offers advice for any situation imaginable.
Once you start paging through this book, you'll find it impossible to stop!
The Unquiet Dead Edith Fiore 1995-03 Noted psychologist Dr. Edith Fiore
explains how to detect spirit possession in yourself and others, how to protect
yourself from entities, how to release your home from displaced spirits, and
how to perform a depossession. Filled with shocking case histories.
Changing the Conversation Dana Caspersen 2015-01-27 The seventeen key
principles for transforming conflict—in a beautiful package from the creator of
The 48 Laws of Power From Joost Elffers, the packaging genius behind the huge
New York Times bestsellers The 48 Laws of Power, The 33 Strategies of War, and
The Art of Seduction, comes this invaluable manual that teaches seventeen
fundamentals for turning any conflict into an opportunity for growth.
Beautifully packaged in a graphic, two-color format, Changing the Conversation
is written by conflict expert Dana Caspersen and is filled with real-life
examples, spot-on advice, and easy-to-grasp exercises that demonstrate
transformative ways to break out of destructive patterns, to create useful
dialogue in difficult situations, and to find long-lasting solutions for
conflicts. Sure to claim its place next to Getting to Yes, this guide will be a
go-to resource for resolving conflicts.
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The Secret Language of Birthdays Alicia Thompson 2010-07-22 Offers astrological
insights into birthday profiles, sharing quizzes and personality descriptions
that reveal such qualities as a reader's most compatible pets, dates, and
shopping styles.
A Beginner's Guide to Numerology Joy Woodward 2019-12-24 Explore numerology and
discover deeper meanings in your life What if you could deduce a great deal
about yourself, or someone else, simply based on your birthday and name?
Numerology is the system that reveals the hidden meanings around numbers. A
Beginner's Guide to Numerology will teach you to harness your intuition, learn
more about others, and make big decisions. Tap into your highest potential to
understand vibrations and learn the qualities associated with each number. By
looking at the secret meaning in numbers, names, and more, you'll have a better
knowledge of yourself and others. This awesome book on numerology includes:
Core numbers--Compile your profile to learn about yourself, see your karmic
debt and karmic lessons, and discover your soul's purpose. Friends and family-Use more readings and unique charts to decode the relationships you have with
friends, family members, and significant others. Mystical connections--Use the
practices of astrology, tarot, and crystals to make even more connections and
deepen your numerological powers. When it comes to books about this belief
system, A Beginner's Guide to Numerology has what you're looking for. Decode.
Discover. Deepen your life's purpose.
365 Birthdays Interpreted Michele Knight 2014-08-01 What's in a birthday? Each
day of the year has its unique magic which will reflect on your personality DNA
to reveal your strengths and weakness. Harnessing this information will help
you discover your full potential. The power of your birthday is determined not
only by your ruling planet, but also by the numerology of the date of your
birth. By combining your birth date ruler with your ruling planet, you will be
able to understand why you are not just a typical Taurus or Aries. Find out
which careers resonate with your personality and what you are like as a lover
and partner. Discover the important events that happened on your birth date and
the famous people with who you share your day.
The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need Joanna Martine Woolfold 2008-06-11
OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD! This is the classic guide to astrological
history, legend, and practice! Readers will enjoy simple, computer-accurate
planetary tables that allow anyone born between 1900 and 2100 to pinpoint
quickly their sun and moon signs, discover their ascendants, and map out the
exact positions of the planets at the time of their birth. In addition to
revealing the planets' influence on romance, health, and career, The Only
Astrology Book You'll Ever Need takes a closer look at the inner life of each
sign. Celebrated astrologer Joanna Martine Woolfolk offers abundant insights on
the personal relationships and emotional needs that motivate an individual, on
how others perceive astrological types, and on dealing with the negative
aspects of signs. Readers will also welcome the inclusion of new discoveries in
astronomy. Lavishly illustrated and with an updated design, this new edition is
an indispensable sourcebook for unlocking the mysteries of the cosmos through
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the twenty-first century and beyond.
The Astrology of Time Gary Goldschneider 2002-11-05 A fascinating book with
practical applications, "The Astrology of Time" explores the "personalities" of
the seasons, covering the 12 astrological seasons and the 48 "personology"
periods of events. Illustrations throughout.
The Secret Language of the Renaissance Richard Stemp 2006 Magnificently
illustrated throughout, and with a six-color gold-foil cover, this remarkable
book provides an all-encompassing survey of the literature, painting,
sculpture, architecture, and decorative arts of the Renaissance.
Food For Thought joost Elffers & Saxton Freymann 2005 Presents fruits and
vegetables carved into shapes to teach colors, numbers, letters, shapes, and
opposites.
The Book of Birthdays Russell Grant 2009-02-19 Go beyond your sun sign to find
your place in the cosmos! Do you want to uncover your partner’s secret desires
and fantasies? Enhance your health, rev up your career, improve your mind?
Develop a more intimate knowledge of your own personality . . . and a deeper
understanding of those you love? Your character isn’t influenced just by your
sun sign. It is shaped by the natural rhythms at work on the precise day you
were born. The Book of Birthdays, written by acclaimed British astrologer
Russell Grant, shows you how to use this exciting astrological breakthrough to
achieve a more dynamic understanding of yourself, your mate, and your world.
Are you a bright, energetic spring baby? A vividly colorful child of the fall?
Were you born in the heat of summer or the waning light of winter? Unlike any
other astrology book, The Book of Birthdays reveals how the season of your
birth affects the huge collective of characteristics that makes you unique.
Also learn: • How the exact time of the day you were born sets you apart from
others who share your sun sign • How the changing cycles of nature will
influence all the seasons of your life • Insight into the quirks and tendencies
that make you you! With individualized tips for robust mind and body health and
inspirational personality profiles for every day, The Book of Birthdays is a
must for every astrology buff—and a happy celebration of every birth date of
the year!
The Secret Language of Luck Gary Goldschneider 2004 A detailed guide to
astrology furnishes a week-by-week fortune guide for every day of the year,
through the year 2021, along with easy-to-use birthday charts and quick
reference tables, information on the effects of the planets Jupiter and Saturn,
and helpful advice on the best times to start a job, take a trip, fall in love,
and more. Original.
A History of Horoscopic Astrology James H. Holden 2006 This thoroughly
researched book is a history of the development of Western horoscopic astrology
from its origin among the Babylonians and its subsequent creation in its
present form by the Alexandrians down to modern times. Special attention is
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given to background history and to the working conditions and techniques used
by astrologers during the last two thousand years. Numerous footnotes provide
additional information and bibliographic references. A separate bibliography
lists reference sources of particular importance. Two comprehensive indices
containing more than 2,800 individual entries enable the reader to locate
persons, publishers, topics, and book and periodical titles that are mentioned
in the history. The book also contains discussions of several questions and
topics relating to astrology. James Herschel Holden is Research Director of the
American Federation of Astrologers and has been especially interested in the
history of astrology.
Numerology Hans Decoz 2001-01-01 For lovers of tarot, astrology, and deepening
your connection with yourself and others-- a divine roadmap to numerology Ever
notice how some numbers seem to follow us throughout the course of our lives?
Consider the numbers we choose when buying a lotto ticket--birth dates,
anniversaries, ages, and addresses as well as other hopefully lucky numbers.
They each have some personal meaning. Through the centuries, numerologists have
been studying the significance of numbers and perfecting their art in the
belief that numbers strongly influence both our behavior and our fate. They
have learned that by understanding the meaning of numbers, we can gain greater
insight into ourselves. In Numerology: Key to Your Inner Self, world-renowned
numerologist Hans Decoz and accomplished writer Tom Monte have teamed together
to produce an easy-to-understand guide that introduces the reader to the basic
concepts and applications of numerology. Presented here is a technique that
relates the major questions of an individual’s life –his talents, challenges,
career, and personal growth--with the basic numeric facts of his existence--his
birth date and name. The book begins with a fascinating explanation of what
numerology is and an intriguing look at the philosophy that lies behind it. It
then examines how numerology works, focusing on the numeric meanings of
personal names, birth dates, and language in general. Included is a step-bystep guide to calculating your own numbers and interpreting them in chart form.
The Complete Book of Birthdays Clare Gibson 2016-10-11 Discover the secret to
exactly who you are based on the unique combination of astrology and
psychology. Did you know that your birthday can reveal surprising details about
your personality, relationships, and health? The Complete Book of Birthdays is
a compelling, easy-to-use reference book that gives you insight into your
birthday profile and shows you how to maximize your career goals, love life,
and health! Each day of the year comes with a complete, in-depth personality
profile that, when partnered with your astrological sign, creates shocking
results. Learn all about yourself and your unique strengths, but don't forget
to turn the pages and find out the secrets of your friends, family, and
colleagues too!
The Secret Language of Destiny Gary Goldschneider 2003-10-20 This indispensable
astrological text addresses the question we all ask at some point during the
course of our lives: "What is the purpose of my life?" It identifies, based on
birthdate, what, on a soul level, someone came into this lifetime to achieve,
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in other words, their karmic signature. Gary Goldschneider and Joost Elffers
take the reader on a spiritual quest around the astrological galaxy that
culminates in a sense of purpose and truth. In addition to the great interpersonal benefits, this book also contains thousands of tidbits of information
regarding the astrological signs of actors, musicians, and world leaders.
How Are You Peeling? (Scholastic Bookshelf) Joost Elffers 2016-03-29 Let
Scholastic Bookshelf be your guide through the whole range of your child's
experiences-laugh with them, learn with them, read with them! Eight classic,
best-selling titles are available now!Category: Feelings"Amused? Confused?
Frustrated? Surprised? Try these feelings on for size."This is a book that asks
all the right questions. And leaves you feeling great no matter what the
answers are!"Who'd have dreamed that produce could be so expressive, so
charming, so lively and so funny?...Freymann and...Elffers have created sweet
and feisty little beings with feelings, passions, fears and an emotional range
that is, well, organic."-The New York Times Book Review
The Secret Language of Birthdays Gary Goldschneider 2013-10-31 Combining
astrology, numerology, and pure psychic intuition, The Secret Language of
Birthdays is a wholly unique compilation that reveals one's strengths,
weaknesses, and major issues while providing practical advice and spiritual
guidance. Many have suspected that your birthday affects your personality and
how you relate to others. Nineteen years and over one million copies later, The
Secret Language of Birthdays continues to fascinate readers by describing the
characteristics associated with being born on a particular day. The 366
personality profiles are based on astrology, numerology, the tarot, and Gary
Goldschneider’s observations of more than 14,000 people. Your strengths,
weaknesses, and major concerns will be illuminated while you are given
practical advice and spiritual guidance. After you study your profile, it will
be hard to resist examining those of family, friends, colleagues, and even
celebrities.
The Astrology Birthday Book Michelle Knight 2019-03-07 Ever wondered how your
date of birth influences your personality, your loves and passions, and your
path in life? The Astrology Birthday Book reveals how the precise alignment of
the planets on your date of birth determines the characteristics that make you
unique.
The Secret Language of Relationships Gary Goldschneider 2013-10-31 The Secret
Language of Relationships shows how astrology can craft a relationship profile
between any two individuals born during any two weeks of the year. The result
is an indispensable guide to getting the most out of every relationship. The
bestselling companion book to the groundbreaking The Secret Language of
Birthdays, The Secret Language of Relationships offers a fascinating look into
why we are drawn to certain people. Goldschneider divides the year into 48
“weeks,” showing the personality traits for each period. With an amazing 1,176
combinations of personalities, you can better understand any relationship in
your life. Beautifully illustrated and designed, the Secret Language series is
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sure to delight a new generation of astrology enthusiasts and all people who
are interested in better understanding themselves and the people around them.
The Secret Language of Birthdays Gary Goldschneider 1998 A spiral-bound,
illustrated, keepsake companion book to The Secret Language of Birthdays allows
readers to keep track of their loved ones' birthdays and personality traits, as
well as their relationships with them.
The Secret Language of Destiny Gary Goldschneider 1999 Dividing the search for
destiny into forty-eight karmic paths, a new astrological guide to unlocking
the meaning of life uses birthdates to identify universal paths. 150,000 first
printing.
Charting the Times of Your Life Gary Goldschneider 2004-12-21 The Day You Were
Born Can Empower the Rest of Your Life From acclaimed astrologer Gary
Goldschneider -- the coauthor of The Secret Language of Birthdays and the
creator of "personology" -- comes a groundbreaking exploration of the stars,
the seasons of the year, and how time itself characterizes events just as
birthdays characterize people. In this fascinating and revealing book, you will
find how to tap into your own well of power, happiness, and harmony by facing
each day, week, month, and season with the aid of your personal profile. You
will also learn: how your date of birth affects -- and is affected by -- the
rest of the astrological calendar a unique set of guidelines for living based
on your birthday and its relations to the current time of year the inherent
energy of each season, month, week, and day -- and how that energy can
influence situations as well as individuals the personology of the seasons -including the twelve astrological signs and the forty-eight personology periods
For a greater understanding of your place in the world, in time, and in the
universe, CHARTING THE TIMES OF YOUR LIFE is an illuminating and easy-to-use
guide to harnessing the energies that make you who you are!
The Sculptor in the Sky Teal Swan 2011-03-08 "You can not have a life, you can
not lose a life... You are life. It is you who hold the power to decide
yourself back onto the path you intended...the path of welcoming and becoming
your own bliss." The Sculptor In The Sky, the new book by spiritual catalyst,
Teal Scott takes you on a journey of rediscovery of the universe of god and of
yourself. This extraordinary book challenges us to reconnect with the eternal
essence of our being and to expand our ideas about the reality we live in It is
a must have for the curious, the wanting and the ready. A provocative guide to
answering the questions that every person asks at some point in their life.
The Illustrated Dream Dictionary Russell Grant 1996 Covers 2,000 topics,
including people, events, places and objects and gives short explanations and
interpretations of their appearance in your dreams.
Personology Gary Goldschneider 2005-10-11 Astrology is finally getting
personal! From the best-selling author of The Secret Language of Birthdays
comes a revolution in charting your horoscope based on both the date and time
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of your birth that makes all other horoscope books irrelevant. With his
"Personology" system, Gary Goldschneider has created a unique method which
divides each of the twelve signs into five sub-types-such as Aquarius-Pisces
Cusp, Pisces I, Pisces II, Pisces III, and Pisces-Aries Cusp-thereby subdividing the astrological year into 48 personology periods. The precision this
allows is far beyond anything available in any other astrology book and
provides a ground-breaking new way for readers to look not only at their own
lives, but their interactions with those around them. The book comes packed
with easy-to-follow charts covering the sun, eight different planets, and,
unique to this book, the rapid fluctuations of the moon for every year from
1900 through 2025. The result is an unprecedented level of precision, as well
as a beautifully illustrated volume destined to become the one and only book
horoscope readers will treasure for the next twenty years.
Dr. Pompo's Nose Saxton Freymann 2000 Doctor Pompo believes that he has found a
nose lying on the ground, but everyone he meets identifies the mysterious
object in a different way.
The Healing Power of Gemstones Harish Johari 1996-09 This is the most
comprehensive guide to the chemical and subtle nature of gemstones and their
use throughout history. Johari includes detailed instructions for the creation
of gem talismans and the rituals surrounding the use of gems to obtain desired
effects. He also uses Hindu astrology to explain the gems you should wear to
maximize your physical and psychological well-being. New edition of a popular
classic. This is the first book in this subject area to draw on the ancient
Hindu sciences of Tantra, Ayurvedic medicine, and astrology, as well as on the
author's own family tradition of gemology.
Teddy's World Mirja de Vries 2002 Pulitzer Prize winner Shepard's three most
recent plays are together here in one volume. Bold, explosive, and ultimately
redemptive, together these works form an enduring force in American theater.
Gary Goldschneider's Everyday Astrology Gary Goldschneider 2010-03-01 Improve
Your Relationships with Bosses, Friends, Family, Lovers, Coworkers, and Many
Others! Learn how to: • give a sales pitch to an Aries. • live peacefully with
a Taurus. • impress a Gemini. • discuss money issues with a Cancer. • stay in
touch with a Leo. • break bad news to a Virgo. • survive the holidays with a
Libra. • improve your sex life with a Scorpio. • ask a Sagittarius for help. •
entertain a Capricorn. • break up with an Aquarius. • express affection to a
Pisces. And much, much more! From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Seat of the Soul Gary Zukav 2007-06-19 The anniversary edition of this
beloved bestseller is celebrated in Prefaces by Oprah Winfrey and Maya Angelou
and contains a new Foreword by the author, website links, and a new Study Guide
to help readers find even deeper meaning and fulfillment. The Seat of the Soul
encourages you become the authority in your own life. It will change the way
you see the world, interact with other people, and understand your own actions
and motivations. Beginning with evolution, Gary Zukav takes you on a
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penetrating exploration of the new phase humanity has entered: we are evolving
from a species that understands power as the ability to manipulate and
control—external power—into a species that understands power as the alignment
of the personality with the soul—authentic power. Our evolution requires each
of us to make the values of the soul our own: harmony, cooperation, sharing,
and reverence for Life. Using his scientist’s eye and philosopher’s heart,
Zukav shows us how to participate fully in this evolution, enlivening our
everyday activities and all of our relationships with meaning and purpose. The
Seat of the Soul has sold millions of copies around the globe, and as it
changes lives, more and more people begin to live by the values of the spirit.
Indeed, a new world is emerging, and this book brings its message to you.
The Astrology of You and Me Gary Goldschneider 2018-04-03 This astrological
relationship guide is indispensable for dealing with everyone from friends and
family to bosses and coworkers. Steer your life by the stars and make all your
interpersonal relationships shine. This beautifully designed, horoscope-driven
handbook will teach you to bring energy to your relationships and divine the
true nature of personalities using the power of astrology. Do you know how to
live peacefully with a Taurus? Discuss money issues with a Cancer? Improve your
sex life with a Scorpio? With chapters arranged by astrological sign, The
Astrology of You and Me will give you help and guidance for every imaginable
star-crossed situation, and the beautiful design features astrology-inspired
illustrations throughout.
Play with Your Food Joost Elffers 2002-09-01 Readers are given permission to
take nature's healthiest foods and make them into quirky animals and people,
unlocking their imaginations to see the world in a whole new light. Full color.
Llewellyn's Complete Book of Astrology Kris Brandt Riske 2010-09-08 The easiest
way to learn astrology is to start with yourself. Your astrological birth chart
is a powerful tool for gaining a deeper understanding of your unique gifts,
talents, challenges, and life's purpose. As you begin to decipher the wealth of
information in your own birth chart, you'll experience astrology in a
personally meaningful way-which makes it easier to understand and remember.
Once you learn the basics of astrology, you'll be able to read the birth charts
of yourself and others. This friendly guidebook is the most complete
introduction to astrology available. Popular astrologer Kris Brandt Riske
presents the essentials of astrology in a clear, step-by-step way, paying
special attention to three areas of popular interest: relationships, career,
and money. She explains the meaning of the planets, zodiac signs, houses, and
aspects, and how to interpret their significance in your chart. Over 30
illustrations, including the birth charts of several famous people—Al Gore,
Oprah Winfrey, Brad Pitt, and Tiger Woods, to name just a few—add a helpful
visual dimension to your learning experience. Practical and positive,
Llewellyn's Complete Book of Astrology offers techniques for using astrology to
identify the qualities you seek in an ideal mate, realize your career and
financial potential, calculate your luck, and discover your inner strength.
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What Are You Doing with Your Life? J. Krishnamurti 2001 WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH
YOUR LIFE?J. KRISHNAMURTII TEACHINGS FOR TEENS, edited by Dale Carlson. Teens
learn to understand the self, the purpose of life, work, education,
relationships. Through paying attention rather than accepting the authority of
their conditioning, they can find out for themselves about love, sex, marriage,
work, education, the meaning of life and how to change themselves and the
world. The Dalai Lama calls Krishnamurti "One of the greatest thinkers of the
age."
This Is Your Destiny Aliza Kelly 2021-09-28 Your best life is written in the
stars You may know what astrology is – but what does it actually do? Why is it
so effective, and how can it be used as a tool for manifestation? These are the
questions Aliza Kelly answers in This Is Your Destiny. Elevating astrology from
horoscopes to self-actualization, Aliza goes beyond the zodiac, illuminating
the universe within. As a rising star in modern spirituality, Aliza shares the
wisdom of her extensive private practice, synthesizing thousands of one-on-one
client sessions, intimate stories from her personal journey, and esoteric
mystical knowledge to inspire readers through hands-on exercises, radical
techniques, and groundbreaking insight. Whether you're a seasoned stargazer or
just beginning your cosmic journey, This Is Your Destiny will invigorate you
through timeless insight delivered with soul, humor, and compassion.
The Secret Language of Astrology Roy Gillett 2017-03-07 A beautifully
illustrated practical guide to astrology – with a unique AstrolabeTM weblink
that allows you to download personalised birth charts for free, in a matter of
moments. What is the effect of each of the planets on your zodiac sign? What is
the influence of the 12 "houses"? What are "aspects" and how do they relate to
your birth chart? In this unique book and weblink package, renowned astrologer
Roy Gillett uncovers the hidden layers of astrology to explain the complex
interplay of influences that shape our character. The Secret Language of
Astrology gives access to an AstrolableTM website created exclusively for the
book, enabling you to create a detailed birth chart for yourself, or for family
or friends, within seconds. A historical introduction traces the history of
astrology from antiquity to the present day. The second part of the book, "The
Elements of Astrology", looks at the planets, the zodiac signs, the twelve
houses and the aspects. The emphasis throughout is on equipping the reader to
analyse their birth chart, by examining the influences and showing how they
combine to shape our lives and our potential for growth. The third part,
"Putting the Pieces Together", shows you how to apply all this information when
reading a full birth chart. Thoroughly practical, but with a wealth of
historical and cultural detail, as well as superb illustrations and
photographs, this is a landmark in astrological publishing.
The Power of Birthdays, Stars & Numbers Saffi Crawford 1998 An introduction to
astrology includes a zodiac reading for each day of the year
The Element Encyclopedia of Birthdays Theresa Cheung 2009-12-17 Did you know
that your birthday can give you surprising details about your personality
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profile, your ideal partner, and your dark side? The Element Encyclopedia of
Birthdays combines astrology, psychology, numerology and tarot for practical
advice on how to make the best of yourself and shape your future.
Shamanism As a Spiritual Practice for Daily Life Tom Cowan 2014-06-11 This
inspirational book blends elements of shamanism with inherited traditions and
contemporary religious commitments. Drawing on shamanic practices from the
world over, SHAMANISM AS A SPIRITUAL PRACTICE FOR DAILY LIFE addresses the
needs of contemporary people who yearn to deepen their own innate mystical
sensibilities. This inspirational book shows how to develop a personal
spiritual practice by blending elements of shamanism with inherited traditions
and current religious commitments. Contents include: The central role of power
animals and spirit teachers. Visionary techniques for exploring the
extraordinary in everyday life. Elements of childhood spirituality including
songs, secret hiding places, power spots, and imaginary power figures. A
journey to an ancestral shaman to recover lost knowledge.
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